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In due course, however, this approach came to seem unsatisfactory. In the fi rst place, arguments for or against the imperial regime can be teased out of almost any author, depending how a scholar selects matthew b. roller and marshalls quotations, how inclined she or he is to see irony, and so on. And with literary critics' increasing awareness of the complexity, mutability, and multifacetedness of the imperial regime itself, the quest for "for or against" judgments began to appear Procrustean if not incoherent.
2 Consequently, by the early 1990s, a broader, more fl exible understanding of "politics" began to fi nd currency in Roman studies, as in other areas of the humanities and social sciences. Retaining the idea that "politics" refers to a struggle for power through the assertion of claims against others, the broader understanding extends beyond government to embrace a variety of social arenas in which such struggles occur, and strategies by which agents compete for advantage. This broadened scope of the "political" has allowed the questions asked of literary texts to range more broadly and become more fundamental. For example: What other social rifts-beyond those between emperors and putatively dissident aristocratic writers-do literary texts reveal as generators of power struggles? Such a question directs our attention to contestation along gender lines, along ethnic lines (e.g., between urban Romans and Latins, or Latins and other Italians, or Italians and provincials), along class lines (e.g., between aristocrats and non-aristocrats), and among sectors of the aristocracy. In what arenas do our texts show these struggles being carried out, and what are the weapons with which the antagonists compete? This question spotlights (for example) the moral and aesthetic discourses that permeate Latin literature, inviting us to consider how the regimes of moral value established and exposed by everything from sexual insults to aesthetic judgments of poetry and art uphold the interests of some social sectors against others. And since it follows that literary texts can themselves be arenas for, and weapons in, struggles for power, a further question arises: how and to what extent do our texts themselves intervene in these contests? For literary texts not only describe and respond to "political" events, but may help constitute those events as such.
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Regarding Livy, the "political" question that scholars have traditionally asked is of the narrower type: what is the historian's view of Augustus and the Augustan dispensation? Admittedly, this question is tempting. The men were near contemporaries; a few texts have been taken to
